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AfterEffects↓
Aftereffects and Untold Histories. Politics and
Spaces of Performance since the 1990s is a
research project and five-week public online
events programme running from 15 April - 15
May commissioned by NCAD in partnership with
IMMA and NIVAL.

The programme is part of NCAD’s contribution
to an EU funded L’Internationale project Our
Many Europes. L’Internationale is a network of
major museums and education partners.
The Aftereffects and Untold Histories
programme includes discussions, conversations,
archival material, interviews and live
performances that will examine the
intersections of politics and performance in
Europe in the 1990s as well as their legacies
today, and features over 30 artists, curators,
writers and academics from Ireland and abroad.
Events are free to attend and open to all, but as

some events have limited attendance - early
booking is advised. The full schedule of events /
booking links will be launched next week.

